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things correct concerning the scriptures, the whole foundation upon which
they base their premise is completely
unfounded.
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I would like to begin this message with a quote from a movie that really
got my attention during it’s viewing. The movie series of which held as
it’s central character, Indiana Jones aka Dr. Vendyl Jones. He made a
statement concerning organized religions, he said,
"Religions can be likened to Rat Poison, 99% sweet cookie, 1% arsenic
--- and 1% arsenic kills --- Most religions give you 99% truths and feel
good messages --- but the 1% lies can kill you"
I thought this quote very applicable as I began to think about the false
teachings that pervade our Christian churches and Bible College institutions of today. They have many things correct concerning the scriptures
but the whole foundation upon which they base their premise is completely unfounded.
From the very beginning we find the history of creation and the recreation, and the placing of Adam in the garden that begins the entire
foundation “plot” of the Bible. Why these accounts have been turned into
a nursery rhyme style, fairy tale, storybook adventure for children I
cannot comprehend. These subjects are taught from the pulpits of today’s
churches by whore-master preachers to grown adults as if they are still in
Sunday school and they need a picture book to understand!!!
When someone teaches that all the races originated from 2 persons, (that
being Adam and Eve), and that the downfall of mankind is due to Eve
choosing to eat a literal piece of fruit from a literal tree, we establish a
basis of falsehood that leads us to a complete and gross misunderstanding
of, not only the following chapters in Genesis (which is the foundational
book of the Bible), but it also leads to a gross misunderstanding of the
remaining 65 books of the Bible.
Most of the time when you bring up the subject of the 6 days of creation
to someone they see in their mind a little story, as some book would
render it, as the whole earth being created as a beautiful place for 2
people to live in perfect harmony with everything around them…only
two people on the entire planet living in paradise… all alone…and all this
in ONLY six literal days (as we know them).
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When we even bring up the subject of Adam and Eve, most of the time,
people’s minds go to a picture book in their head with visions of 2 naked
people, standing there talking to a literal snake and pondering whether or
not to eat an apple. Seeing a cartoon character, fable, or fairy tale––instead of realizing the severity of this account or its real happenings–i.e. the partaking of the “forbidden fruit”.
To have a correct understanding of the scriptures, it is imperative that we
understand it’s foundational truths. We know as Yahshua himself taught
us the importance of a laying a solid foundation. We have Him teaching
in Matt. 7:24-27 and He gives an example of laying a solid foundation.
Yahshua states:
24 Therefore whosoever heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth
them, I will liken him unto a wise man, which built his house upon
a rock: 25 And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the
winds blew, and beat upon that house; and it fell not: for it was
founded upon a rock.
26 And every one that heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth
them not, shall be likened unto a foolish man, which built his house
upon the sand:
27 And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds
blew, and beat upon that house; and it fell: and great was the fall of
it.”
I don’t know about you, but I want my belief in Yahweh and His word to
be Rock Solid. I don’t want a “sandy”, shady, weak, unfounded, false
foundation!
James wrote to the 12 “tribes which were scattered abroad” in his letter
(quoting from James Ch. 1 vs. 5) saying:–]
5 If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to all
men liberally, and upbraideth not; and it shall be given him.
6 But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that wavereth
is like a wave of the sea driven with the wind and tossed.
7 For let not that man think that he shall receive any thing of the
Lord. 8 A double minded man is unstable in all his ways.
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Do you want to be like a wave in the sea, tossed to and fro? Do you
realize that what we believe in our minds, what our faith is based upon,
affects our actions? Therefore like James said, we become unstable in all
of our ways…not having a true and solid foundation does not cause us to
just be a little “off” in some of our ways but James said IN ALL our
WAYS!
It is not just a matter of knowing an historical account in the Bible and
being able to prove it as being true with correct interpretation for the sake
of being a good student, but this foundation that we must understand is a
matter of life or death.
Why do I say this is a matter of life or death? Because false doctrine is
a killer!
We are to act upon the Word of Yahweh, not just read it. And if we don’t
understand what it says, then we must conclude that we cannot possibly
be acting according to what He has said. If we are not acting upon His
word, then how can we say we are obeying His word? We cannot!!!
Most preachers and teachers today do not want to address the subject of
race for many reasons. One reason is that it is not ‘popular’, if you can
have all people attending your church, then obviously you will have
greater numbers, which in turn brings a larger offering, which in turn
builds a bigger bank account. Another reason is that we have politically
correct preachers today instead of Scripturally correct preachers. And
also, for fear of the Jews, they dare not preach the truth concerning race
and the satanic seed line that is spoken about in scripture from Genesis
to Revelation. We dare not depict them as the one’s who killed Christ.
We dare not make a differentiation concerning the different races that are
blatantly and obviously different…or we may be called a “racist.”
Like the preacher who heard another preacher state, “I believe all the
different races are the same!” The other preacher responded, “Then why
did you call them different?”
The best place to start reading a book is at the beginning, would you not
agree? How many books do we read and start from the middle half of it?
Have you ever bought a book and then flipped to the middle and began
to read it from there to the end? You say “That’s silly, if you did that you
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would not understand fully what is going on.” This is my point exactly.
So why should the Bible be any different?
Let’s begin with the creation: The Genesis of things, or the Beginning of
things.
We find in Chapter 1 of Genesis the verses from 1-23 dealing with the
creation of the heavens and the earth. He divides light from darkness and
the earth from the sea. Yahweh is indeed a God of division. People today
have this concept that division is wrong, that everything is somehow just
supposed to dwell together and mix together like soup. Yahweh has
always established boundaries throughout His word. A boundary is a
divider, is it not?
Speaking of soup: Soup is not a solid food is it? Neither is milk.
Isaiah 28:9 tells us “Whom shall he teach knowledge? and whom shall
he make to understand doctrine? them that are weaned from the milk, and
drawn from the breasts.”
If you are ever going to grow in the grace and knowledge of Yahweh, and
understand His word, and if you are ever going to be strong in understanding, you must at some point in time move on from drinking
milk…and begin to eat meat!!!
Paul admonishes those who he wrote to in his letters of the same thing.
We must study to show ourselves approved. Many people read the Bible,
some read it a lot, but very few actually STUDY it.
Let us continue in our study:
After He creates the heavens and the earth, which is the dry ground and
the waters or the seas, we see then that He creates the grass and the trees,
the vegetation. Notice he creates everything, kind after kind. We then
find that He creates the stars of the heavens and then the fowls of the air
and the fish in the sea. Notice once again when creating living things,
they are all created kind after kind.
Now, this brings us to the 6th day. This is where most teachers and
preachers say that Yahweh “created” Adam and Eve. (Notice the emphasis I placed upon the word “created.” We will find most certainly as we
study the scriptures that this was not the record of Adam and Eve being
brought into the earth.
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Let’s read what it says, verse 26:–
26 And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness:
and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl
of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every
creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.
27 So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created
he him; male and female created he them.
28 And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and
multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion
over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every
living thing that moveth upon the earth.
29 And God said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed,
which is upon the face of all the earth, and every tree, in the which is
the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat.
30 And to every beast of the earth, and to every fowl of the air, and to
every thing that creepeth upon the earth, wherein there is life, I have
given every green herb for meat: and it was so.
31 And God saw every thing that he had made, and, behold, it was
very good. And the evening and the morning were the sixth day.
That concludes the 6th day and the record of creation. For as we read the
next verse which begins Chapter 2 we find it FINISHED, And then
Yahweh resting on the seventh day. The number 7 is a very significant
number throughout the scriptures and it denotes completion. It was
complete, it was finished.
2:1 Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host of
them.
2 And on the seventh day God ended his work which he had made;
and he rested on the seventh day from all his work which he had
made.
3 And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it: because that in
it he had rested from all his work which God created and made.
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We find in our study of the scriptures that Yahweh created male and
female at the same time on the 6th day and the original words denote
plurality. “Male and female created he THEM.”
This is where we will find Adam to be an 8th day creation, or to put it in
better terms, he was formed on the 8th day. Just as the number 7 in the
Bible denotes completion, the number 8 is the number of “new beginnngs.”
In verses 4 thru 8 we read:
4 “These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when
they were created, in the day that the LORD God made the earth and
the heavens,
5 And every plant of the field before it was in the earth, and every
herb of the field before it grew: for the LORD God had not caused it
to rain upon the earth, and there was not a man to till the ground.
6 But there went up a mist from the earth, and watered the whole face
of the ground.
7 And the LORD God formed man of the dust of the ground, and
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living
soul.
8 And the LORD God planted a garden eastward in Eden; and there
he put the man whom he had formed.
We see here that “male and female” had already been created prior to
Adam.
Now there could be a lot of discussion as to this subject but it is plainly
clear in light of the order of creation that the other races were created
prior to Adam. Even some mainstream denominational churches teach
that there was in fact a Pre-Adamic world and there were Pre-Adamic
races.
At this point we must back up to the very beginning in Gen. 1:1 and 1:2
to gain a fuller understanding concerning the original creation.
Something catastrophic happened between verse 1 and verse 2. Why do
we know that? Because we know that when Yahweh created things, He
created them in order and in a goodly fashion, not in some chaotic state
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of confusion, not in a state of desolation, not in a state of ruin. We see in
verse one that He created the heavens and the earth. When you study this
out you will find that the Original creation was made perfect and
inhabited. Verses 1 and 2 are not referring to the 6 days of creation.
These events happened prior to the re-creation. Then in verse 2 we find
that “the earth was without form and void”.
The phrase “without form” comes from the Hebrew word “tohu” meaning waste, and desolation. The original Hebrew word used for VOID is
“boho” meaning empty and ruined. The word “was’ in vs. 2 is from the
verb to “to become”, not the verb to be, which proves that the earth
BECAME a wasteland through a catastrophe. In the proper context, these
words used in conjunction shows a chaotic world due to some event.
Well what happened to cause this catastrophic ruin? Was this judgment?
What caused this? Why was the earth in this chaotic condition?
Jeremiah gives an account of his vision of this in Jeremiah 4:23-27 : It
reads:
“I beheld the earth, and lo, it was without form and void, and the heavens,
and they had no light. I beheld the mountains, and lo, they trembled, and
all the hills moved lightly. I beheld, and lo, there was no man, and all the
birds of the heavens were fled. I beheld, and lo, the fruitful place was a
wilderness, and all the cities thereof were broken down at the presence of
the Lord, and by His fierce anger. For thus hath the Lord said, The whole
land shall be desolate; yet will I not make a full end.”
We see that there the earth was indeed inhabited with fruitful places,
birds and cities which obviously had to have been built by men.
We also read of this event from the prophet Isaiah in the 24th Chapter of
Isaiah verse 1. ‘Behold, the Lord maketh the earth empty, and maketh it
waste, and turneth it upside down, and scattereth abroad the inhabitants
thereof.
Once again we see that it WAS indeed INHABITED prior to the recreation…i.e. the restructuring, or reformation of the planets surface out
of its chaotic state.
Peter addressed the fact that in the last days there would be scoffers who
would not believe the true account of Yahweh judging the heavens and
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the earth. The sad part is he mentions those, not who are ignorant
because they don’t have evidence…but rather those who are WILLINGLY ignorant.
2 Peter 3:5-8 “For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word
of God the heavens were of old and the earth standing out of the water
and in the water; Whereby the world that THEN WAS, being overflowed
with water perished. But the heavens and the earth, which are now, by the
same word are kept in store, reserved unto fire against the day of
judgment and perdition of ungodly men. But beloved, be not ignorant of
this one thing, that on day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a
thousand years as one day.”
This judgment was due to Lucifer’s rebellion and fall from his glorious
state. Due to his rebellion against Yahweh judged the heavens and the
earth as a result.
Isaiah 14:12-14 Reads, “How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer,
son of the morning! How art thou cut down to the ground, which did
weaken the nations! For thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend into
heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of God: I will sit also upon
the mount of the congregation, in the sides of the north: I will ascend
above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most High. Yet thou
shalt be brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit.”
This should bring a fuller understanding of at what point the 6 ages (i.e.
an “unspecified amount of time) of creation begin. For at the time of the
prior creation and the destruction, we could call this the dateless past.
The six days of creation are not “days” as in a 24 hour period of time.
The original denotes the word day as AGE. If we read the Fenton
translation, he translated this word as “age” instead of “day.” These are
ages, or periods of time of unspecified length. These six ages are not
where we begin our chronological time of Adam’s race. It is not until the
8th age that we find Adam and his placement upon this earth. Once again,
we see the number 8 as denoting a new beginning --- which is when I
believe our current time frame began, and NOT with the beginning of the
dateless past.
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Continuing, now, on into the subject of male and female who were
created during the 6th age…we must look at what they were commanded
to do by Yahweh.
Now after he had created “male and female” we find that he told them to
REPLENISH the earth. To “re”-plenish something is to re-fill it,
obviously you cannot refill something that was not filled in the first
place. Once again, this shows that there was a creation even prior to them
being created.
Anyone who knows anything about the history, or ancient civilizations,
know that the Asiatic or Mongoloid race has been here for hundreds of
thousands of years, and the Negroid or black race has been here for tens
of thousands of years. We have ancient artifacts showing different races
inhabiting various parts of this planet that date back thousands and
thousands of years. I have read some estimations of the Negro race
having notable history going back some 73,000 to 75,000 years and some
that say even longer than this.
The Asiatic races have kept quite old documentation of their history and
we have much evidence of their existence and habitation on this earth for
hundreds of thousands of years.
Any Bible scholar will pretty much agree that Adam’s lineage is traced
back about 7,500 years ago…and no further. So how can we say that
Adam’s race has anything to do with these other races, or their beginnings? We can’t, and they don’t.
Adam was not created as the other male and female races upon this earth.
He was formed and then PLACED in a garden IN Eden. Most everyone
has a habit of saying that Adam and Eve were created in the Garden OF
Eden. That is NOT what the Bible says. The scriptures clearly state that
Adam was formed and then PLACED in a garden IN EDEN. Let’s read
verse 8 again:
8 And the LORD God planted a garden eastward in Eden; and there
he put the man whom he had formed.
Now, this is the first record we have in scripture of Adam’s race upon this
earth.
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We find in Gen. 2 The Adam man, (in singular) formed by Yahweh. This
word Adam comes from the Hebrew word “Awdawm.” Awdawm
defined means: “To show blood in the face.” This obviously does not
refer to or resemble the dark races who we know are much older than the
white race to begin with…and that CANNOT show blood in the face
neither can they blush. Adam was indeed the father of the white race
upon this earth…and the white race ONLY!!!
Is Adam’s race special just because of the colour of their skin? You say
that is superficial. You are right. It is not just a matter of skin colour. For
we know that when you study out the different races, that they are
completely different from the skin to the bone. The physical, mental and
spiritual make up is entirely different. From the bone structures, to the
brain, to the inner workings of the organs, we will find differences. So,
you are right in saying it is not just a superficial matter. It is not just skin
deep. It is RACIAL––––and they are as racially different from the white
Adamic race as the day is different from the night.
The main point is not to say that the white race is more superior because
of intellect, which this has been proven, and really does not take a rocket
scientist or a historian to see this is true. For the white race has proven
throughout history to be intellectually superior that the other races, and
all the great empires which were established were developed by the white
race only. The main point is not to say that we are culturally superior,
which is also happens to be true…but the real difference comes into play
when we realize that Adam was the ONLY one in whom Yahweh
breathed the breath of life (SPIRIT) into Adam… which caused Adam
to become a living soul or a “life containing soul.”
Our Father is the one who gave us this life. He is the one who put HIS
Spirit inside of us. No other race can say that Yahweh placed a Spirit
inside of the–-and neither does Scripture!!! No other race can call Him
their Father, because he is the “Father” of only ONE race of people–ADAMITES!!! Luke 3:38 tells us that “Adam was the son of God.”
Adam was literally Yahweh’s son. And if Adam was the son of
Yahweh…then it stands to reason that all of Adam’s descendants were
also “sons of Yahweh”—therefore we, the members of the White Adamic race, are the ONLY ones that can call Him “Abba” Father.
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Adam was to be Yahweh’s representative upon this earth, to administrate
over it…and all of His creations. Another Hebrew word for man other
than Awdawm, which Adam was, is the word Enosh. This word implies
weakness, both physically and morally, and thus “differing from the
more dignified Adam” (Strong’s Concordance) and is used in a derogatory manner in scripture. It is always used in reference to NON-Adamic,
i.e. NON-WHITE people, those which were pre-Adamic.
To give you an example of how this word differs from the other uses of
the word man in the original Hebrew, I will use the original word in the
following passages of scripture.
Ezekiel 34:3 reads, “And ye, My flock, the flock of My pasture are
AWDAWM, and I am your God, saith Yahweh.” And in Psalm 115:16
we read, “The heavens, even the heavens are Yahweh’s, but the earth
hath He given to the children of AWDAWM.
The Enosh were wicked, and are spoken of in Deut. 13:13. “Certain
Enosh, the children of Belial, are gone out of their city, saying, Let us go
and worship other gods, which ye have not known. “
Then we come to another word that is used in scripture that is “Beast.”
When we read the second chapter of Genesis we find Yahweh looking
for a suitable wife for Adam. He brings every beast of the field to see if
one is suitable for Adam. Now do we really think that God in His wisdom
and knowledge had to consider a cow or a pig in looking for a help mate
for Adam? Of course NOT!
When we look to the root words here we find Khah-ee Khaw-yaw. Both
denoting living creatures, which would include everything thing that
breathes air, from tiny microbes to the 2 legged variety of His created
animal, or beast, creation. This could just as well read, “The creature of
the field or the creatures in the country or earth.
Gen. 2:7 says, “And Yahweh formed AWDAWM from the dust of the
ground, and placed into him a spirit life force and the AWDAWM
became a living man with a spiritual life force. It really is just that
simple!!! Nothing difficult at all about it!!!
The Khaw-yaw beast of the field or earth or country, are actually the
non-white, non-adamic races.
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It is unfortunate that as Yahweh defined and classified the different races
with distinctive and descriptive terms, the translators lump together all
these and indiscriminately call them “men.”
So as we study through history and through the scriptures we will find
that Adam was indeed the father of the white race, that he was a son of
God whom Yahweh would place here to begin the family of God, His
family, His chosen people, the people whom would be given His laws,
His promises, and be heirs to His kingdom.
That is why it is so important that we study to find the truth concerning
our heritage, and our family. For Yahweh placed us here to be a special
people, a Holy people, above all the rest. We were supposed to, and are
supposed to, show Yahweh to the world and enforce His laws amongst
His people.
Eve was the mother of all living, yes, all living AWDAWM, all Adamkind, but not the mother of all races, and certainly not all living creatures.
We are a chosen generation, a chosen race. Common sense should tell us
that two white parents cannot produce anything but a white child. When
our holy seed is mixed with the dark races, it becomes just that…dark.
There is no turning back from this sin. Once it is done, it is done…and
Yahweh will NOT put a spirit into anything or anyone that is not a pure
blooded Adamite!!!
Let us be that holy nation, for we are called to separate ourselves, and
come out from among them. Yahweh did not ASK us to do this He
COMMANDED us to do this. What fellowship does light have with
darkness? Yahweh is indeed a God of separation, and NOT integration!
He is a very discriminating God as you will find by reading and studying
the scriptures.
Let us live up to the expectations of our great and mighty Father, and
never allow that holy seed which he planted in the earth to become
mongrelised by the other races. He never asked us to “get along” with the
other races to the point of mixing with them and having them rule over
us. This, my friend, is an abomination in the sight of Our Father.
He calls us kings and priests, he calls us special, and he chose us before
the foundation of the world. May we learn the history of our father’s, and
realize that we have a special place upon this earth, and an enormous
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responsibility before Him. Let us pray that His kingdom come and may
we prepare to be fit for His kingdom as we work out our own salvation
with fear and trembling.

Who is Adam? Adam was the father of Our Great
Race!
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE
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